
Stages of pathogen emergence

• Human contact patterns
• Vaccination behaviour
• Self protecting behaviour
• Travel patterns
• Human animal contacts

Wolfe et al Nature 2007

Behavior related to different stages 

How does behaviour affect pathogen evolution?



Questions

• Which human behaviours are important for pathogen evolution?

• How can these behaviours be quantified?

• Which evolutionary mechanisms do they influence?

• What are implications for intervention strategies?



Example: contact patterns

• Did lockdowns influence the strain evolution of SARS-CoV2?

• More generally: how do heterogeneities in contact patterns influence 
evolution of a circulating pathogen? 



Impact of lockdowns on evolution

Nielsen et al 2022

Lower contact rate 
leads 
to evolution of 
more 
overdispersion in 
viral loads 

Otto et al 2021

Probability of establishment of new strain changes with overdispersion
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Transmission & Virulence

Transmission-Virulence Evolution in SARS-CoV-2

Day et al. 2020. Current Biology 30:R849    
Otto et al. 2021. Current Biology 31:R918
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Models for behaviour changes

• Behaviour may change as a reaction to epidemic

• How do individuals make decisions for self protective behaviour? 

• Interaction with evolution (higher virulence -> more self protective behaviour)?



Morsky et al. 2023.  The impact of threshold decision mechanisms of collective behaviour on disease spread. PNAS 120(19):e2221479120
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Morsky et al. 2023.  The impact of threshold decision mechanisms of collective behaviour on disease spread. PNAS 120(19):e2221479120



McAdam, D.A. and T. Day.  Political economy of epidemic management. In prep



Coupling of behaviour and epidemics

Teslya et al 2022

Health positive population: self protection
Health neutral: no protection

Health positive opinion more popular with increasing prevalence

Could be coupled with virulence?



Questions for discussion

• What kind of data would we need? 

• How can we quantify behaviour? 

• How can we quantify impact of behaviour on evolution?

• What would this tell us about interventions?

• Self imposed behaviour change versus external restrictions


